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&Pdne MqjjkkoaZ
i aoRkj kb d]j`hkkio, Fp ia]jo
pdenpaaj h]gdo kb laklha, Fj b]_p* ej
pda sdkha kb Han]h] lkranpu eo p]cejc*
]j` sd]p eo ^aejc `kja= Vkq o]u*
X>gf$l ^a sknnea` ]^kqp pdeo hejcqeope_
lnkrej_a^qoejaoo, Fp`kao jkp en]ppan,à
F ]i ]ogejc ukq ej ]hh oanekqojaoo*
sd]p opalo d]ra ukq p]gaj* sd]p ]na
ukq `kejc* pk hkkg ]bpan pdaoa pdejco=
Vkq ]og qo pk ck pk pda Pp]pa Dkt%anj+
iajp, Qda Pp]pa Dkranjiajp o]uo
pd]p ep eo ]s]epejc nalheao bnki pda
@ajpn]h Dkraielajp >j` pda @ajpn]h
Dkranjiajp eo atla_pejcÜF `k jkp
gjks, sd]p, Qda naoqhp eo pd]p sa pda
laklha kb Han]h] sepd kja rke_a
`ai]j` pda eiia`e]pa eilhaiajp]pekj
kb pd]p hejcqeope_ lnkrej_a,
Pdne J]ppda] &Qdenqrahh]d' 8 Kk,
E ea Jejeopan kb Ceee]?_a &Pdne @, A,
Aaodjigd' 8 Lj ] lkejp kb ejbkni]pekj,
Pen, Qda dkj, Jai^an ]oga` sd]p pda
@ajpn]h Dkranjiajp ]na s]epejc bkn,
/ pkh` pda `alqp]pekj pd]p qjhaoo pdau
oaj`o_daiao F `k jkp gjks sd]p gej`
kb ]ooeop]j_a eo namqena`, Qdkoa
o_daiao iqop _kia bnki pda Pp]pa
Dkranjiajp,
Pdne Meeeeeekkoa8 Vao* Pen, Fp eo ]
mqaopekj kb o_daiao, Qda Cej]j_a
Jejeopan `e` o]u pd]p pda Pp]pa Dkrai+
i ajp odkqh` oaj` o_daiao, Fp eo ]
i ]ppan pk ^a oappha` ^apsaaj pdai,
P_daiao kn jk o_daiao* kqn laklha ]na
ej `ebbe_qhpeao, Ta ^aheara pd]p ]
Dkranjiajp kb Han]h] _]j p]_gha pdaoa
lnk^haio ikna oq__aoobqhhu, Qda Ekqoa
skqh` ^a ]s]na kb pda b]_p pd]p ja]nhu
3. _nkna kb nqlaao sknpd kb _kiik`e+
peao
]na ^aejc atlknpa` bnki
Qn]r]j_kna+@k_dej Pp]pa ]hkja* sde_d
ia]jo ]^kqp aecdp lan _ajp* kb pda
pkp]hatlknpr]hqakbFj`e], Fb J]h]^]neo
]hok p]gaj ej ]j` ] hejcqeope_ lnkrej_a
eo bknia` sa pda laklha kb Han]h] sehh
^a ]^ha pk i]j]ca kqn ]bQ]eno ]j` d]ra
]  ^appan bqpqna, Ta sehh ^a ]^ha pk
lnaoanra kqn _qhpqna ]j` `arahkl kj
kqn ksj hejao,
Qdana eo jk mqaopekj kb kqn cappejc
]s]u bnki Fj`e], Kaepdan sa ej
Han]h]* jkn pda Q]iehe]jo* jkn pda
laklha kb >j`dn] s]jp pk hera ej
eokh]pekj, Fj`e] eo ]o `a]n R< qo ]o ep
eo pk ]ju dkj, Jai^an sdk kllkoao
hejcqeope_ lnkrej_ao, Qdeo ^qnjejc
lnk^hai ]ikjc pda laklha odkqh` ^a
p]gaj ql eiia`e]pahu ]j` ] okhqpekj
bkqj`, Qdana ]na laklha sdk ]na
dkjaophu ej `kq^p pd]p Fj`e] sehh ck
]oqj`an, F o]u pd]p eo ]j ejop]j_a kb
oqlnaia `eo^aheab ej pda l]pnekpeoi kb
kqn laklha9 ej pda odnas`jaoo kb kqn
laklha ]j` ej pdaen _]l]_epu pk gaal
pkcapdan, Fp eo ckk` pd]p kqn ha]`ano
baah pdaioahrao ejpahhecajp, ?qp pdau
odkqh` jkp baah ikna ejpahhecajp pd]j
pda laklha pdaioahrao, Qda laklha d]ra
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pda opnajcpd* d]ra pda _]l]_epu* d]ra
pda bknaoecdp pk cq]n` pdaen ksj
ejpanaopo, Qdanabkna* ep eo jkp ]
mqaopekj kb oq^ieppejc pk pda laklhaäo
sehh ^qp kbcerejcod]la pk pdaen `aoena(
]j` pk eilhaiajp ep dana ]j` jks, F
s]jp pk pahh pda Mneia Jejeopan
ej ]hh dqi^hajaoo pd]p ]ju ikna `ah]u
ej pdeo i]ppan eo bn]qcdp sepd%
pda cn]raop _kjoamqaj_ao pk Fj`e], Ta
Fj`e]jo d]ra ckp kqn jk^ha `na]io kb
] qjepa` Fj`e] pk k__qlu dan lh]_a
ej pda _kiepu kb j]pekjo, Qdanabkna+
ep eo jkp ] mqaopekj kb `eoejpacn]pejc
Fj`e] 9 ep eo jkp ] mqaopekj kb sa]gaj(
ejc Fj`e], Fp eo* kj pda kpdan d]j`Ö,
] _]oa kb opnajcpdajejc Fj`e] 9 ok pd]p
kqncna]pa_kjkie_lnkcn]iiao*hegapda
Cera+Va]n Mh]j* i]u nai]ej jkp ianahu
l]lan lh]jo* ^qp ^a_kia na]hepeao* pd]p
skqh` ck pkdahl kqn laklhN, pd]p skqh`
ck pk i]ga kqn _kqjpnu kja kb pda
cna]paop ej pda sknh`,
Qda Mneia Jejeopan ]j` Jejeopan kb
Btpanj]h >bb]eno &Pdne G]s]d]nh]h
Kadi'8 Pen* F ]i jkp mqepa oqna eb
pdeo `a^]pa eo aj`ejc pk`]u,
Jn, h<alqpu+Pla]gan8 F d]ra ckp ]o
i]ju ]o bknpu+bera j]iao,
Pdne G]s]d]nh]h Kadnq8 F ]i ianahu
ajmqenejc,
Jn, Aalqpu+Pla]gan8 F ha]ra ep pk
pda Ekqoa,
An, P, M, Jkkganfaa8 Ta oqccaop ep
i]u ^a _kjpejqa`,
Pdne G]s]d]nh]h Kadi8 Td]p F
seoda` pk o]u s]o pdeo, Fb pda Ekqoa
ok `aoenao* ok b]n ]o Dkranjiajp eo
_kj_anja`* sa od]hh cera aranu b]_ehepu
bkn epo _kjpejq]j_a, F ]i ejpanrajejc*
pdanabkna* ej pda ie``ha kb pdeo `a^]pa
]j` F dkla iu _khha]cqa ]j` ja]n
jaecd^kqn ]p pda lnaoajp ik,+jajp sehh
]p ] h]pan op]ca nalhu pk pda naop kb pda
`a^]pa,
F od]hh naban pk okia lkejpo pd]pd]ra
^aaj iajpekja` ]j` okia e`a]o sde_d
F d]ra kj pda oq^fa_p, Oecdp bnki pda
^acejjejc ep s]o o]e`ÜF pdejg ep s]o
An, I]jg] Pqj`]n]i sdk o]e` epÜpd]p
sa odkqh` gaal ]s]u bnki l]ooekj ]j`
lnafq`e_a, F ajpenahu ]cnaa sepd dei,
An, Jkkganfaa o]e` pd]p pdeo eo jkp ]
i ]ppan sde_d iecdp ^a _kjoe`ana` ]
l]npui]ppan, F ]hokajpenahu ]cnaa sepd
dei, >j` uap* i]u F o]u* pd]p land]lo
ep skqh` d]ra ^aaj ^appan eb ep s]o ]
l]npu i]ppan, F od]hh atlh]ej iuoahb,
Kkp pd]p F s]jp pdejco pk ^a_kial]npu
i]ppano* ^qp ] l]npu i]ppan eo e=kia+
pdejc pd]p _qpo ]_nkoo lnkrej_e]h baah+
ejco, Fp i]u ^a ckk`* kn ep i]u ^a
^]`, ?qp ]judks ep eo jkp kj k lnk+
rej_e]h ^]oeo pd]p ] l]npu skqh` _kjoe+
`an e p  Tahh* pdeo l]npe_qh]n mqaopekj
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is in the nature of things a provincial
question.
Therefore, where division
comes or where friction comes as bet
ween representatives of one province
and another—which I think is worse
than party divisions—^perhaps it would
have been better if it was a party
matter, if it is considered on the basis
of some principle, if you like. There
are different ways of looking at i t but
not on the basis of provincial diff
erences, or thinking.
Kow, an hon. Member—one of the
noted poets we have in thir, ilouse—re
ferred to the policy, the *jld British
policy of divide and rule. He seemed
to conclude, to hint that in tais matter
of linguistic provinces, the policy of
the present Government is a continua
tion of this divide and rule policy. Now
I must confess that I have failed to
understand that It may be a flight of
poetic fancy, perhaps. Whatever one’s
view on this question may be, how it
is a policy of divide and rule I do not
understand.
Now repeated references )iave been
made to the Congress policy for a large
number of years and one hon. Member
said that some time or other in the
past I used to go about shouting from
the House-tops or street corners about
linguistic provinces. I am not aware
of having done so at ay. In fact, I have
never been very anxious about linguis
tic provinces. I might say—and this
is entirely, if I may say so. n confiden
tial aside to the House—I h^ve had
peculiar views about our provinces and
coming as I do from the biggest of
India’s provinces. I think that pro
vinces should be very small in this
country, but not provinces as we have
them today with all the paraphernalia
of a Governor, a High Court and this
and that. But my voice has been a
lonely voice, even when the Consti
tuent Assembly was considering it.
We were so used to exisUng conditions
that we followed .more or less what we
have been used to.
Now talking about the Congress,
everybody knows that thirty years ago
or thereabouts, the Congress stood for
Unguistic provinces. Then skipping
over the period, in 1945-46 (seven years
ago) the Congress in its election mani
festo said:
“It (the Congress) has also stood
for the freedom of each gi*oup and
territorial area within the nation to
develop its own life and culture
within the larger framework and
it is stated that for this purpose
such territorial areas or provinces
should be constituted, as far as pos

sible, on a linguistic and cultural
basis.”
That was seven years ago. The
latest position is as embodied in the
election manifesto of the last General
Elections drawn up at Bangalore. May
I read that out?
“The demand for a redistribution
of provinces on a linguistic basis
has been persistently made in the
South and West of India. The
Congress expressed itself in favour
of linguistic provinces many years
ago. A decision on this question
ultimately depends
upon the
wishes of the people con?erRed.
While linguistic reasons have un
doubtedly cultural and other im
portance, there are other factors
also, such as, economic, adminis
trative and financial, which have
to be taken into consideration.
Where such a demand reoresrnts
the agreed views of the people
concerned, the necessary steps pres
cribed by the Constitution, includ
ing the appointment of a boundry
Commission, should be taken.”
That more or less represents the
policy and the position of Goveriinient
in this matter.
Now, in regard to the Andhra Pro
vince, for instance, hon. Member? have
said: go and take a vote or plebiscite;
95 or 97 per cent, would vote for it.
I entirely agree. But that does notget over my difficulties. I am all in
favour of the Andhra province. But
what will happen if you take the votes
of the Andhras and the Tamilians and
others in regard to the issue and con
flict like Madras city? Then you will
not get 90 per cent, this way or that..
It is quite clear that if you take the
vote of the Andhfas on the Andhra
province on principle they wiU vote
for it en bloc. And rightly so. if I may
say so: just as if you take the votes of
large numbers of our friends on the
Karnataka question they will vote for
the Karnataka province. I have no
doubt about that. Or Maharashtrians.
If they did not do so, or if they w ere'
not expected to do so. the question does
not arise for our discu.^^sion.
So we
proceed on the basis, on the assump
tion that considerable numbers of peopie in certain areas desire a province—
more or less a linguistic province you
may call it, although it is too limited
a phrase—but they want a province
where more or less their language
prevails.
But the other question is where twr>
such areas overlap, where they come
into some friction with each other how
is one to decide about that overlap
ping and that friction?
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Shrl Nambiar (Mayuram): Votes
can be taken there.
Shrl Jawaharlal Nehm: Possibly.
That is a suggestion.
Therefore, the policy that Govern
ment stated previously, a year ago and
more, was tliis that where a demand
Is made which is by general consent—
of course, it was taken for granted that
the people of that area as a whole more
or less wanted it, but the conseiit meant
of those who were concerned in regard
to those overlapping anJ border
areas,—if that is obtained, then one
can go ahead.
S b riS . S. More: If these difficulties
were there, why did the Congress in
1927 at its Madras session passed a re
solution that “lime has corns for the
creation of Andhra. Karnatak and Sind
provinces”?
Shrl Jawaharlal Nehro: My hon.
friend talks about 1927.
Shri S. S. More: Yes.
Shrl Jawaharlal Nehm: Well, much
has happened since then. I am prepar
ed to say: time has come today. I am
not challenging that statement.
Shri S. S. More: Did you not visualize
these dirticulties then? That is my
question.
Shrl Jawaharlal Nehm: No. Certain
ly not. Because the question was not
a question which might be trailed a
practical question which could be given
effect to then. At that time, naturally,
we gave expression to something which
was fundamentally a sound matter of
principle. But in giving effect to that,
where there is conflict you have to re
solve that conflict. How are you to
resolve it?
You may resolve it, as
somebody suggested, on a straight
vote in that particular area '^n that
particular issue. But some questions
cannot be decided by a straight vote of
that type. You have to consider, you
have to find ways and means of resolv
ing that difficulty, and you have to
prepare a suitable atmosphere for it.
Speaking for myself» I h«ve been
over-burdened by the thought that in
these critical days or years we must
give topmost priority to developing a
sen.se of unity in India and that any
thing that might come in the way of that
unity might perhaps be delayed a little,
till we have laid that strong founda
tion. Because of that I have, frankly—
and I should be quite frank vith this
House—not taken any aggressive or
positive step for my own part in re
gard to the formation of these linguis
tic provinces. Although I agreed with
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the demand in many cases I left it a t
that, and if there is general consent,
well and good, we will do it and are
prepared to do it. Two and a hall
years ago or a little more, that is
towards the end of 1949 we had
practically come to the conclusion to
have an Andhra Province, because
most matters had been settled not
by
compulsion
by us.
but by
other people concerned, the Tamil
people, the Andhras and others.
I think a Committee was formed and
the Local Government had practically
settled matters, when suddenly we
found that two or three important mat
ters, very vital matters, were not set
tled. Were we to give some kind of
a decision to compel acceptance of
that? This was Just on the eve of the
New Constitution of the Republic. The
question was whether in this New
Constitution we should not include
Andhra as a seprate Province. We
as a Government were perfectly pre
pared to do it. But we could not do
It when at the last moment conflicts
arose: so that for the last two and a
half years or more we were on the
verge of doing this, but something
happened outside our own compe
tence that delayed matters. I have
no doubt at all in my mind, taking an
individual case like the Andhra Pro
vince, that there is a great deal of
justification for it. It is bound to
come, and I have no doubt that the
Andhras want it. And in the Anal
analysis that is the final justification
for it.
But when we get into difficulties
about the City of Madras or Rayalaseema—I am not putting this just
trying to create difficulties, I hope the
question of Rayalaseema would by
mutual consent be settled—whatever
it is. when you get into these difficul
ties what is the Government to do, ex
cept that it can follow two courses.
One is to allow a better atmosphere
and to try to encourage a settlement
by consent.
The other is to come
down with a heavy hand and over
rule this party or tlfat and give its
own consent. The second can be done.
Governments do it. But in a m atter
of this kind hon. Members will no
doubt realize that strong feelings are
roused, and if we make a new pro
vince by some kind of coercive
method and leave a trace of intense
bitterness behind between those two
provinces which used to be one and
were divided uo later, it would not
be good for either to start with that
trail of Inheritance of ill-will and bit
terness against your neighbours just
at the time when you are starting
from scratch, when you have to settle
down and
build
yourself anew.
Therefore it is infinitely better, even
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though it takes a UtUe more time, to
do it with the goodwill and consent
ot your neighbours and others.
That was our general approach.
And I submit that is the right ap
proach because it will ultinlfctely save
you more time this way than to try to
do something apparently quickly but m
effect by a method which may en
tangle you into long arguments tor
years. After aU, even vthe sunniest
of partitions brings problems and all
kinds of difficulties, administrative
financial, this, that and the
Burma partition was very ditierent,
of course.
Nevertheless, it was a
complete partition with our g ^ w i ll .
There "was no conflict m it. Stiu u
took ten years. I think, to work i ^ f
out gradually, while it has not quite
worked out yet in some ways. And those
other partitions, the unfortunate ones,
which happened in this
doubtedly made many of us
in the country become rather h e s it^ t
about changing the map of India too
much. It is not in that way, o* course,
and 1 am not comparing it with that.
But it does rather upset things. OJ
course, where it is necessary, let us
change 11. 1 am perfectly agreeable
that it is necessary in some cases. But.
the resolution that has been put for
ward, as it is w o rd ^, seems to me.
not only completely unacceptable,
but, if I may add, complete^ objec
tionable. It is all very weU for our
triends from Andhra, or Maharashtra
or Kerala or Karnataka, to P u t for
ward a definite proposal which could
be considered and then accepted or
not. But. a general proposition say
ing “let us take the map of India, and
on the basis of language, let us re
shape and cut it up anew, is one,
which. I submit, no reasonable person
can support. Because, it means your
cutting up everything that you have
got, upsetting eveiything that you
have got, and just at the moment when
you are more or less settling down in
some way or other, unsettling every
thing. It will be dangerous at any
time. More so, at a time when the
world hangs on the verge of a crisis,—
one does not know what tomorrow or
the day after might bring—for us to
unsettle and uproot the whole of
India for a theoretical approach or a
linguistic division seems to me an
extraordinarily unwise thing.
Then, again, In this matter, we have
got a magnificent inheritance of India.
We want, of course, to better that
inheritance, to further it, to advance
it. In doing so, if we think too much
parochially or provincially, which is
sometimes justified.—I do n o t say that
one should not think of his parish or
his province; one should—if one ap101 PSD.
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plies that parochial way of looking at
the whole of India, it is a dangerous
thing.
This resolution is for trans
ferring the parochial or provincial
outlook to the whole of India, ^nd
upsetting everything.
My hon. friend Dr. Syama Prasad
Mookerjee spoke eloquently about
West Bengal. I have no doubt that
every Member in this House realises
the tremendous burdens that West
Bengal has had to shoulder and face.
I have no doubt at all that of all che
States in India. West Bengal has had
to shoulder mo^e burdens than any
other as a result of the Partition and
the rest of it, and other matters con
nected with that. I am sorry that he
rather strayed away into other matters
in regard to East Bengal; those are
other questions. He advanced an argu
ment that because of the heavy popu
lation of West Bengal, some adjoining
areas may be added on to it. Now, 1
am not giving an opinion. Logically
or theoretically speaking, that seems
to be a valid argument. But, you can
not always be logical in these matters.
I am quite sure that Members from
Bihar did not wholly approve of what
Dr. Mookerjee might have said, regard
less of party or anjrthing else. I am
not going into whether they are right
or he is right.
Let Us take another thing. Dr.
Mookerjee talked about certain dis
tricts, etc. Two or three months ago,
I was in the Darjeeling area of North
Bengal, and there was a deputation
from the Gurkha league demanding a
Gurkha or Neoali province in North
Bengal. Now, I am quite sure Dr.
Mookerjee does not approve of that.
It means taking away something even
from this restricted Bengal. I might
inform the House my own reactions to
that. But, instead of using my own
words, I shall read out an answer that
Sardar Patel gave in this House, with
which I entirely agree. When this
question of Gurkha province or Uttarkhand came up, his answer was:
“The Government of India con
sider this move of Uttarkhand in
North Bengal as unreal, miscon
ceived and harmful to national
interests. The Government of India
are determined not to give any
quarter to any agitation for the
formation of any such province
and will not allow the solidarity of
the country to be disturbed by
such mischievous moves.”
In this matter. Dr. Mookerjee and I are
in complete hundred per cent, agree
ment. My point is this. If Dr.
Mookerjee starts the question of re
distribution round about Bengal, ail
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these questions arise, not only in the
west, but in the north too. Every
thing comes up in the boiling cauldron
of distribution all over India and one
does not know what will emorce out ol
it ultimately.
It is all very well to say. as some
hon. Members have said, as Dr.
Mookerjee has said> as Dr. Khare has
said, 'decide this question this way or
that way; do not leave it undecided*.
Well, I confess I do not understand
that. I can understand even a specillc
matter being decided. But, a general
question of re-distribution in India
l^ing decided this way or that. I do
not understand. Jn fact, such things,
normally, are not decided this way or
that way. You may lay dow^n some
general principles if you like. But.
principles come into clash. There is
the principle of linguistic provinces.
There is the principle of economic sellsufDciency or whatever it is. There aro
ftnanciaJ considerations; this, that and
the other; there are so many rousiderations. You have to balance all these
things and then come to a particular
decision in a particular place. No
single general principle will apply.
Normally speaking, you take what you
have got. You have izot the preseM
structure of India, geographically. In
fact, in the last three, four or five
years, it has changed very greatly.
First of all by th e Partition which Look
away a part of India, and secondly by
the merger of a large number of the
old Indian States, the picture lias
changed greatly. But. nevertheleso.
roughly speaking, the old provinces of
India remain more or less the same.
That does not mean that they should
not change. Certainly, they may
change. You start with the basis that
you do not upset it. You take one
particular demand, and if it is reason
able, you consider it and give effect to
it, if you like. But, to say, that you
should give effect to the principle ail
over India, there is no particular mean
ing.
In great countries like India, like
China, there is always this great diffi
culty about provincialism. They are
huge countries and inevitably, differ
ent parts of the country differ from
other parts, sometimes in language,
sometimes in ways of living and so
many other things. In China they
have some great advantages over us.
They have, at any rate, one written
language for the whole of China
although the spoken language differs.
Both these great countries have had
to contend against provincialism. I do
not Wlow enough about the past or
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the recent history of China as to how
they have dealt with this question lor
me to go into details about it. But,
generally speaking, they have tried to
get over it by getting rid of the T^rovinces themselves. I believe they
have divided China into a number of
what they call Zones, five or six or
seven or eight, whatever the number
may be. Apart from two or three
autonomous areas, which are Mongolia
and Tibet, the rest are Zones, which,
presumably, cut across the old provin
cial boundaries. 1 cannot judge about
China; I merely mention this because
the problem is, in regard to size and
provinces, much the same here. May
be. it is more difficult here or. more
dilferent here. But, our thinking too
much in terms of anything that leads
to an intensification of provincial feeling.s will, undoubtedly, weaken the con
ception of India as a whole. That i3
one aspect of it.
Another aspect, which is equally im
portant, is that we have certain very
important languages in India. A
language by itself may be good or bad;
but round that language clusters ways
of living, sometimes ways of thought
and all kinds of ways have grown
round it and it is but right that lhat
particular aspect of cultural mani
festation should have an opportunity
for full grow'th.
So far as language is concerned, 1
think lhat we should encourage almost
every hill dialect in India. I am not
in favour of suppressing these langu
ages, and certainly the major languages
must goahead. So. in order to en
courage the growth of the people, ihe
best way is through the language they
speak, and every State should do that
if it is multi-lingual, it should do it
in the different languages, whatever it
is. Why the political boundary should
necessarily be a linguistic one, I do
not see. If there are within the
same boundary different languages,
they can have pride of place and be
given full opportunity. But I think
that although the linguistic demand is
mentioned so often, it is not really the
question of language that counts in
this. Here and there it does, but
behind that there is something which
is a little more difficult to deal with.
It is a feeling of not having a square
deal, if I may say so. That feeling
comes in; otherwise, probably the
language
issue would not
arise—a
feeling that if they were separate and
managed their own affairs, well, they
will see to it that they get the square
deal. If the feeling is there—and it is
there—I cannot say whether there is
much justification or not, but the mere
fact of feeling, it should not be there.
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That is bad for us. That we should
still function in this narrow provincial
way of showing favour to one group
and distinguishing the other group
from it—that certainly is a bad thing
which means that we are still limited
in our outlook, and however big our
talk may be, we do not really think or
function iri a national way. We have
to admit that. Having admitted it, we
have to try to get over it. If we ?et
over it, we should
not do something
which encourages that rather limited
outlook. So you come up against two
things. One is that we should not en
courage that limited and limiting out
look; secondly, we must encourage the
growth of the people in every way
through their own language—cultural
and other growth. You can balance
these things. As a matter of fact,
roughly speaking, part of the south of
India, certain parts of the south of
India—there is more or less a linguistic
division in India; it may overlap here
and there, but it is there—in the south
you have two great States, Bombay
and Madras which are multi-lingual. I
should have thought that to live in a
multi-lingual State gave greater oppor
tunities of growth and for developing
the wider outlook than to live in this,
if I may say so, as somebody said, big
leviathan of a State like Uttar Pradesh.
Then you will find, because you will
find in history and elsewhere, that
countries, small States are forced to
think in large terms. The people
living in small States are forced to
think in large terms. They are forced to
learn languages of other States. Be
cause people live in huge States and
countries, they become so content with
the vast area that they do not think
of the other areas or other people. They
become self-complacent and all that. It
is not a good thing, this business of
size by itself. It never connoted either
intelligence or anything else. I do nut
know why people are intent on great
ness in size, geographically or other
wise. This idea of size, if I may say
so, comes from olden days and is con
nected with land: a man owning more
and more land, therefore getting more
and more income; therefore, if he is a
King, more and more people calling
him Your Majesty or whatever it is.
The size does not mean growth in any
sense, but still we seem to think so—
I am Quite sure, for my part I am
perfectly agreeable for Uttar Pradesh
to be made into four provinces if you
like; have three, four or as many ps
you like, but I doubt very much if
many of my colleagues of Uttar
Pradesh will relish that idea, and rhey
probably *would like another chunk
from another province.
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Pandit Balkrishna Sharma (Kanpur
Distt. South cum Etawah Distt.—East):
Aft^r all. we are Hindi speaking.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: It is quite
so. Some hon. Members referred to
Hyderabad and the desirability or
necessity for it to be cut up. May I
say that I think it would be undesirable
and unfortunate and injurious for
Hyderabad to be disintegrated. Some
hon. Members may not agree with me.
That is a diflerent matter. I am not
challenging their bona fides in this
matter, and I am not speaking about
ever and ever. I am speaking of the
present and the near future, and I
think any attempt at splitting up
Hyderabad would unset the whole
structure of South India.
Shri Velayudhan; How?
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: I am expres
sing my opinion. It would upset the
whole structure of South India. For
years you go about trying gradually
to settle down. Here you have got ^
certain administrative and other con
tinuity. As a matter of fact, we
should have thought in terms of these
provinces or States purely as adminis
trative units and nothing more. What
ever is convenient we have. In regard
to other matters we do not think in
terms ©f the provinces necessarily.
Dr. N. B. Khare: On a point of in
formation. Will not the abolition of
monarchy in Kashmir affect the whole
structure of the whole of India?
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: May I, nrst
of all. suggest that the hon. Member’s
use of the word “monarchy’* is not first
accurate or precise? There are no
monarchs in India of any kind. There
are certain persons who had a limited
authority in their States under the
British power in the old days, and
even that limited authority has gone,
and they have been given some kind of
honoured place without the slightest
power or authority. That is the pre
sent position.
Dr. N. B. K hare: I meant the same
thing by the.word. I used the word
“monarchy” because there is no other
simple word.
Shri Jawaharlal N ehru: I quite
agree with the hon. Member.
I do not agree with the suggestion
that this will have any large upsetting
effect if that is done there. I do not
see any upsetting effect in what
happens to an individual here and
there, however big he may be. It do<3s
not upset the c o u n tr y . What would
happen to millions of people that up
sets the c o u n tc y . But. if any right
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move is taken in Kashmir, they may
try to like the consequences of that in
the rest of India. The position, there
fore, of Government in this matter is
this: that we feel, that we realise that
there is a strong demand by large
numbers of people for certain linguistic
provinces in India to be constituted.
More or less this is so in South India—
in other parts also as Dr. Mookerjee
has pointed out. Almost every province
has some petty demand, but those are
not important.
Now in regard to these demands In
South India which are old demands,
which have great justification behind
them, we are perfectly prepared to ;?o
ahead. We are not going U) take up
the question of India and shape it on
a linguistic basis, but we are prepared
to take up any particular matter, to
consider it and I would repeat what we
have said before, in regard to them
nobody expects agreement by every
body, 100 per cent, agreement, but in
regard to the major matters which are
at the present moment dividing the
States concerned, on that there should
be a fair measure of agreement. If
that is so, if I may give an example
with regard to the Andhra claim. I
believe it was Dr. Lankasundaram who
said that no Andhra will ever give un
his claim to the city of Madras. I am
quite sure the Members of this House
here from the other parts..........
Shri Vittal Rao (Khammam) : What
Dr. Lankasundaram said is not very
true.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehm: I am sure
many Members from the Tamil areas
would equally vehemently assert some
thing to the contrary. But there it is.
Let them come together and come to
some kind of settlement. So far as I
am concerned, or so far as we are con
cerned as a Government, 1 do not sug
gest that we should remain passive in
this matter. I am prepared to do all
I can to help in that settlement, I am
certainly prepared to bring them
together, but I just cannot see how I
can go with a flaming sword to the
Tamils or the Andhras and say “You
must submit to the other’s demand.”
That I find very difficult to do. If I
do that, even so the result will be not
good, because you leave this trail of
bitter memories behind, then may be
they will have a feeling of recovering
the lost territory later on from another
province.
But the difficulty is this.
We talk about Vishala Andhra, the
Maha Gujerat, or the Samyukth
Maharashtra. If we see a mao. we find
(hat they all overlap.
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Shri Gadgil: The word “Samyukth”
means unite only, Samyukth Maha
rashtra means no overlapping.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: If you look
at the maps of Maha Gujerat, the
Vishala Andhra or the Samyukth
Maharashtra, you find that they over
lap a i^ come into conflict with each
other. (j5o lone as you are discussing
the theory of it, many people from the
Maha Gujerat will vote for the Vishala
Andhra and so on. But as soon os
. they see the maps, they will come, af
; the poet said, to brass tacks—it is not
very poeticalj if I may say so. As soon
as they come to brass tacks, then you
find conflicts arising all over.
t Shri Chattopadhyaya; I have become
rathex unpoetical after coming to the
I H ous^
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: And we may
be told, and ancient history may be
invoked to say that “in the year 1000
A.D. or something like that, Maha
Gujerat spread right up to there,” or
“Look at history, af' the time of the
Rashtrakutas, the Maharashtra empire
was up to here or there.” It was
there; very interesting history no
doubt, to say that the Andhra Empire
at the time of Ashoka or later had
spread up to...(Interruption). We get
back to these ancient historical memo
ries, and try to claim that territory.
Those ancient empires in their day
were rather warring empires or
imperial entities conquering other
places. If the Andhras think of the
ancient Andhra empire, and if the
Maharashtras think of the old Maha
rashtra empire and so on......
Dr. N. B. Khare: But we do not
think like that.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: I am not
accusing anybody. I merely say that
this is something where no Member of
this House thinks that way. But this
talk of linguistic provinces and his
torical parallels of where they were,
leads quite inevitably to thinking that
way and of spreading out in a sense,
not a dominating one, but still of being
in a more important positim v is -a -v ia
the neighbour. Obviously you cannot
possibly produce all those things. You
cannot divide and give the same terri
tory to two provinces, because they
overlap. So there are all these diffi
culties.
Why have an agitation to convince
me? I am convinced. If you are 'in
Andhra go and talk to the Tamils or
others who are concerned, and I will
loin the talks too if necessary, :iot
that I want to keep out of it. It is no
good trying to convince me because I
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am convinced about the same. I ani
not convinced about the same, as I
said, if somebody talks to me abouv
Uttar Khand. I am very much opposed
to it; if somebody else talks of a Sikh
province, I say “Nothing doing. I
am not going to play about with my
frontiers there, That is a difterent
matter. But in regard to these major
claims like Andhra or Karnatak or
Kerala or Maharashtra..........
Dr, S. P. MookeiJee: And of West
Bengal.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: West Bengal
and other places are not questions of
new provinces. They are merely ques
tions of frontier rectification, if you
like it to put it that way. I have no
objection to that. I do not myself see
why conditions should arise between
the State of Bihar and the State of
Bengal such that people should leel
unhappy in crossing over from this
side or that, either refugees or others.
I think it is all one country.
Shri Syamnandan Sahaya (Muzaff^pur Central): There is no such diffi
culty.
Shri Jawaharial Nehni: I do not
think that there is universal agreement
in that matter. However, we shall
consider that separately, but again that
has to be considered, in a spirit of
goodwill, because the odd thing is that /
the more the one side agitates about
it, the more the other side gets rigid,
because you are not dealing? with......
Dr. S. P. MookerjM: That is why we
want your intervention.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: My inter
vention? Not intervention, but my /
help I am prepared to give, because I
do, as everybody else here, want to
solve these problems. But it must be
realised that this kind of one-sided
agitation really comes in the way of
the solution of these problems, because
the people of the other provinces get
excited the other way......
Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: To solve, not to
avoid the issue.
Dr. Rama Rao (Kakinada) : What is
your objection to holding a plebiscite?
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: Plebiscite of
the population of Madras about
Madras?
Dr. Rama Rao: In all disputed areas.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: That too, if
the States concerned, agree to the
plebiscite, let us have it, but imposing
a plebiscite where it may be a decision,
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let us say, by 45 to 55 or something
like that, would not help, bitterness will
remain and you cannot dispose of dll
these things normally by plebiscite.
Shri Meghnad Saha (Calcutta North
West): May I just point out that Soviet
Russia had all these multi-lingual pro
blems, and they had solved it very
satisfactorily and it has been working
for the last 30 years?
Shri B. S. Murthy (Eluru): As far
as the Andhra Province is concerned,
there was a partition Committee, and
the hon. the Prime Minister has admit
ted that almost all the questions have
been solved except one or two—such
as the city of Madras etc. May I know
what prevents the Government now
from postponing these two issues like
the Madras City and others, to a later
date, but meanwhile form the Andhra
province in regard to which he nas
accepted that every Andhra is very
keen.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: Prof. Saha
referred to the case of the Soviet
Union. Well I do not think it applies
here. That is helpful, no doubt, but
not very much so. First of all. the
Soviet Union emerged as it is today
after years of fire and civil war and
slaughter.
All kinds of things
happened there. There was invasion
from outside, and what not. Out of
that it is in a sense easier to build
up. Secondly, India is much more, if
I may say so, of a unity than the
Soviet Union. The Soviet Union is
no longer an Empire as a whole, but
it is a collection of a number of totally
different countries, Russia plus other
countries and* Siberia. They have
formed a political unit and are happy
about it. That is very good. So they
proceeded on a different basis, on the
basis, in theory. of independent
republics federating together. Now,
India is completely lifferent from that
position. You cannot have that here,
on the basis of independent republics
federating together. We are a niuch
more unified country. The question
would arise if you took Russia, xhat
is, not the Soviet Union, but Russia
which is more of a unified country,
and compare that to India. That will
be a better comparison than taking
large, tracts of Asia which belong to the
Soviet Union, which have been added
to it, and which follow a common
policy etc. Even so, as a matter of
fact probably the theory there is
somewhat different from Ifie practice—
I mean the. theory of secession. I think
it is perfectly clear that no part of
it can secede at all, and as it happens,
there
has
been
a
progressive
decentralisation there. In spite of the
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theory of secession, the process of
centralisation has gone pretty far.
Sardar Hukam Singh: I have to say
something for the information of tne
Prime Minister. The case of North
India has been dismissed ni one
sentence, that even in North India they
want a Sikh State. There is nothing
to it. Before hearmg any representa
tive of North India, it has been
assumed that some Stite is desired.
I am afraid the judgment has been
Riven before hearing the parties. Why
has it been assumed that a Sikh Slate
is desired? That pre-conception is
wrong and I should add, Sir,
nobody ever demanded that.
The
resolutions of the Akali Dal and...
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: I will gi^e the
hon. Member an opportunity to speak.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru : I welcome
the hon. Member’s declaration. 1 do
not for a moment say that ?ny
responsible person has asked for it.
Sardar Hukam Singh:
Does the
Prime
Minister listen to what
irresponsible persons say?
An Hon. M ember: Are we starling
the question hour now?
Dr. Lanka Sundaram : On a point
of procedure. Sir. Before you call
upon the next speaker, would
Government indicate their mtenlions
as to tne continuation of this debate,
and if so, for how long.'
Mr. Deputy-Speaker; There are
still as many as 46 Members who
desire to speaK.
•
Shri Nam biar: I move a closure.
Sir.
Several Hon. Members: No, no.
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: Order, order.
I will not accept the closure.
Shri Nambiar: Otherwise, is it to
be talked out, Sir?
Mr. Deputy-Speaker: It is within
the provmce oi the Speaker to decide
whether there nas oeen sufficient
discussion or not. I do not feel that
there has been sufficient discussion
over this matter.
Shri Lakshmayya
(Anantapur) :
Linguistic
provinces
will
breed
antagonism and bitterness and create
a number of differences and dissen
sions. Mere separation of a province
on a linguistic basis is injurious to
the national language and national
spirit. It creates "ub-nations and it
creates
inter-provincial
isolation;
Jnter-provincial isolation will have its
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own sub-national sentiments.
It
stands in the way of the growth of
national spirit and national language.
A linguistic province will bring in its
train a number of other evils. It
creates minority prol^lems by breeding
mtolerance. There may be a large
number of people living in a province
speaking a diilerent language; what
about their fate? Soon after the
linguistic province is formed, they
will be looked down with contempt
ana will be treated as aliens and
outsiders by the majority of the
people, wno speak the regional
language. The Telugu-speaking people
OT
the Ramnad and Coimbatore
districts are not at ail happy; they
have been treated with contempt
and hatred by the Tamils. Agaui,
I may quote another example regard
ing the spirit of ‘intolerance.* The
people of some districts in Orissa are
even now unhappy. Though Orissa
was separated some 17 years ago,
these people have been suffering
from this handicap. This minority
problem has tu be considered in
regard to linguistic provinces.
Mere separation of a province on
a linguistic basis is really an injurious
thing. Geographically it must be
contiguous and for administrative
convenience it may be separated.
Now, if at all the.«;e provinces are to
be redistributed on a linguistic basis,
as the motion itself lays down, the
old map of India has to be redrawn
and old border States are to be
broken into fragments. Now this is
not the propitious time and we do not
at present have peaceful atmosphere
which is necessary for dividing States
by proper planning on a linguistic
basis or some other basis, convenient
to all.
I come from Rayalaseema, and the
inclusion of Rayalaseema in the
proposed Andhra province is again a
thing to be considered. From the
very
beginning.
the
people of
Rayalaseema have been definitely
opposed to their inclusion in the
Andhra province. Not because we do
not want that we should be included ;
there are several difficulties for its
inclusion. The distrust and appre
hension which exist in the minds of
the Telugu
people
against
the
Tamilians for their domination and
exploitation f)nd their counterpart in
the mind of Rayalaseema. They are
economically,
educationally
and
politically backward. Hence they doubt
and they apprehend that the people
of the coastal districts, who are more
advanced will exploit them and wiU
dominate in services and in the
Legislatures and in the developmental

